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Abstract

The cha l l enges for c s i s r i a e c e r performance in tha
next dacada ara revi'/waa. Same new ldaaa f o r ca lor im-
eters ara described? (1) ehe teat of « p t a U i l plate
calorimeter; (2) thu uae of vacuum photodiodea for cal-
orimeters operating ia a magnetic ftaid: (3) cha ateaapc
to build high praaaura gaa taalad tubaa aa Jon chambers
ia badnn calorimeters: (*) tha pragma In tha attempt
so sold plaattc loadad with heavy natal for cha tnatt
material in gaa calorimeters; (5) tha uae o£ tha l i a i t -
ed streamer aoda In calorimeters.

Introduction - Tha Challenge

_This Is cha dacada of tha high energy colliders:
tha ?p variety at CEBN and Faxmilab, •*•' at LEP and ?o
at ?rookhsvan. Calorlaatara will play a cr i t ica l rola
in a l l tha detector* for these machines. We, consider
here a specific phyaics problen Chat will maka specific
demands on tha performance. Ha diacuae tha search for
tha nT,1 tha tachnicolor lov lying state M.50-250 GaV
mass that will decay mainly into Cha heaviest fermions:
prasumahly tt quarks. This search can ba dona solely
vlth calorimeters, howevar, several deeails will have
co be opeJaiiad: tha energy resolution, cha separation
of lepcons from cha hadron je ts , the calibration and
tha rate capability.

Energy aeaolution; £ > 10 GaV

The aass of this state is large enough that one
wants tha best energy resolution for two reasons: (1)
*c Biniaice the observed aass resolution of the x\r and
T^ to ensure that tiie trigger on the caloriaecer i s
efficient. Therefore we review the energy resolucion
of hadron caloriaeters for S > 10 GeV. The eleetroaag-
aetlc calorimeter can have arbitrarily good energy res-
olucion dependiag on the amount of aaapLing and so i t
need not be considered for che moment. Figure 1 shows
the energy resolution obtained from a 2.5 cm tron-scin-
eillator eelorimetae by the CSRS collaboration^ as a
function oi.° energy. The unweighted points sfcow that
the hadronic resolution risas with energy faster than
*£. This i s understood as being due to fluctuations ia
the amount of electromagnetic energy in a given event
which can be quite large as che energy increases. I t ia
veil known2 chat hadron/electromagnetic response in such
an iron calorimeter i s M)." at 10 GeV and r ises with
increasing energy to M).9 at 100 GeV as the hadronic
shower has a larger electromagnetic component. This de-
terioracion in resolution can be compensated for if a
separate readout i s made of every sampling layer. Qear-
ly this is impractical in a colliding beam environment
where the number of longitudinal samples i s limited.
A. ErwinJ has suggested that the electromagnetic compon-
ent of the hadronic shower could be read out separately;
however, this has not been proven yet co work.

For such a t-jee there can be 30 to 100 particles
chat hit che calorimeter. A good algorithm snist be de-
vised to do the best, job of attributing the observed
energy in any ce l l to electromagnetic or hadronic energy
since che expected response i s different. Some of the
hadronic particles will start interacting in the elec-
tromagnetic part of the calorimeter. The use of uraai-
um,"' of course, helps both the energy resolution problem
ana che e/h response. However, i t i s sot known if tiu.
Improvements deteriorate with energy as in che case of
iron. Figure 1 shows some data up co 110 GeV hadrons
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Figure 1, Energy resolution Cff)/E • *E for hadrons
and electrons for Z.5 cm iron sampling calorimeter2

and for Iiadrons for a 3 a uranium/calorimeter5

versus energy.

in a uranium calorimeter.9 It appears chac up until
at least i0 GeV chare is still significant improve-
ment by using uranium. It is not known whether a
weighting scheme described earlier cor iron calori-
meters would also lead co better energy resolution
for uranium.

The MAC hadron calorimeter has very comparable
energy resolution co a scintillator iron calorimeter
with the same sampling thickness. An interesting
question is whether uranium can be used in a gas
sampling calorimeter and if so would Che excellent
energy resolution be preserved.

Identification of Electrons in che Jet and Trigger

The principal method of finding t-jets from che
normal light jets and in particular c- and b- jets is
expected to be by observing a lepton at large trans-
verse momentum from its associated hadronic jet.6 This
is easy to understand since there aay be a large aass
difference between the c and b quark so that the leptons
(if a semileptonic decay) could have a large transverse
momentum. To find 3uch electrons, che eleccromag-
necic section of the caloriaecer aust be very finely
segmented. Also it is a challenge eo devise an ef-*
feccive trigger identifying tracks as candidate elec-
trons in che cracking pare of che apparatus in corre-



sition.
with a localised electromagnetic energy depo-

""* Monitoring

In order co rasa che benefits of the improved
energy resolution of uranium (or lead glaas in «n elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter) the calibration sad sonieoriag
ayatem muat be automatic, redundant end precise. It
must be automatic because there willbe..so many chan-
nels involved. It must h« ceducdanc because every
component of che monitoring and calibration system can
be expected co experience failurea. For example in a
light flasher system tha light source could fail, any
device measuring tha light directly can fail or change
gala, the light fibers could suffer radiation damage,
become unglued, or break. It is interesting to specu-
late whether any large system involving phototubes
could beast systematic errors <JJ as would be necessary
to, for example, oaaaura the width of the 3°-« +«* in
a pp or "5p machine.

Rate Effects

By their nature, calorinaters are rather slow de-
vices. However, in order to see such a signal as the
tvj with a total cross section of t20 pb at <T • 800
GaV, one needa to be able to use the full luminosity
of ISABBTiT.R. Vith proper shaping the effects of pile-
up can be minimized, on both the trigger rate and Che
energy resolution.' However, one swat be ever consci-
ous o£ this potential problem which might ultimately
limit the maximum useful luminosity.

Sew Ideas

Parallel Plate Calorimeter

An electromagnetic caloriaeter.has been built and
tested by a Princeton and BSL group chat uses gas as
a sampling aedia. It is different than a FSC in chat
there are no wires. A large voltage difference T-8000V
is applied to the parallel places. The ionization .
electrons initiate a Townaand avalanche. Gains of 10
- 10* ware achieved in 1/4" gapa with 1 acaosphare of
argon with 5Z acetone. The intrinsic signal width is
t-10 ns therefore the device can operate in a very high
rate environment. Studies with a single gap chamber
indicate a resolution in the deposited energy about
1.5 times versa thaa that of a PWC of similar geometry.
Studies with electrons from a SLAC test beam of 4-16
GeV/c with a JO plate chamber, each of 6" x 6" x 1/2"
steel, confirmed the single gap studies: o/E \ 402/
/£. One can understand that the resolution would be
worse since the gain only occurs for ionizacion very
dose to the surf ace—therefore only part of the pri-
mary ionizacion is measured. An extrapolation of
these results would predict o/E * mi/z Sat electrons
in a chamber with 2 mm lead plates, the plates have
Co be flat «nd parallel to --C. 205". Ths simplicity of
construction and operation suggest use in hadron calo-
rimetry In large scale high rate applications. One
could use strip or pad read out so chat projactive
geometry would be possible. Low noise charge sensitive
preamplifiers are used.

Taeuun Photodiodes in Calorimeters

In the Axial Field Spectrometer at the CEBN ISR
the study of direct single photons was co be extended
after the installation of the uranium calorimeters.
Those uranium calorimeters have only coarse 20 x 20
cm? electromagnetic readouts and so could not distin-
guish ir° from y at energies where the y/ir° signal is
large. The region between the drift chamber and the
calorimeter face has only "'30 cm free space and the
magnetic field is ^5 kCauss. A creative solution to

tha problem9 is to use blocks of Sal viewed by vacuum
photodlodea. The light output from the Hal is quite
high and is sufficient to compensate for the fact that
che photodioda has no gala. One nice feature of the
vacuum photodlodea la that the calibration should not
drift very much if conditions such as the temperature
remain constant. Thia means that once the device le
calibrated, monitoring could be purely electronic. The
cas noise of the low noise FIT preamplifier (^1000
electrons cms) corresponds to a signal la che Sal of
t3 MeV energy loaa. In order to operate in the magnetic
field with -•*"•*•—* systematic variations over a wide
range of angles with respect'to tha field axis, che
photocathode must be in close proximity (vl mm) co a
wire nesh anode. Assuming the successful tasting of a
prototype S i S block array this fall, the two 12G0
block crystal walls will be installed ia 1982.

Another idea was propoaed by the Pennsylvania
group15' using vacuum photodlodes called SPED: Seineil-
lacor-Phoco-Elactric-Diode.... The hope is co be able Co
produce vacuum photodlodes of large area (50 cm x 50
cm) and 1-1.5 cm thick to read che light output of each
sciatUlator sample in a typical sandwich calorimeter.
The anodes could be segmented inso strips or pads al-
lowing flexibility of readout. Again Che davlc* would
operate in a magnetic field and should have excellent
time, energy and position resolution. The problem is
whether such photodlodes can be made industrially at a
reasonable cost. Silicon detectors would have the same
advantages and be thinner, however, the coet is likely
to remain prohibitive.

High Gas Pressure Tubes

A new idea is being pursued at CEHN by V.J. llli3
and his colleagues.^ They are attempting to construct
sealed tubes af H cm In diameter with a coarse wire in
the middle filled with argon at M.00 atmospheres. Such
a tube could be operated aa an ion chamber similar in
operation to liquid argon but at room temperature.
Giving up a factor of M.0 in density for the 100 atm.
of gea vs. liquid argon would increase the minimum
signal thac could be detected above the noise of che
preamplifier buc this will not affect the performance at
high energies. Such cubes could be placed in holes
drilled in, for example, ehe iron reeurn of a aagnet or
perhaps the tubes could be cast into the absorbing
material. V. Radaka12 points out that the idea of a
pressurized gas calorimeter would lend icself co a
large sealed vessel for a hadron calorimeter where che
large wall thickness could be tolerated. Then the
readout and absorber could be integrated in a natural
way.

Heavy Metal Loaded into Plastic aa an Absorber

S.D. Smich'^ hes been developing a new construc-
tion technique which should allow tha simple and low
cost sssesbly sf high-parfcrmaacs gas cslsriaseers at
BNL. A mixture of approximately equal volumes of PbO
and acrylic nonomer produces a low viscosity slurry
which may be poured into molds. Densities of "o.3 gm/
cm3 have been achieved. The molds are electro formed14

from a master place which has grooves into which anode
wires can be placed. The sheets are plated with con-
ducting cathode strips running perpendicular to the
grooves. Plates with 3 mm diameter grooves ^30 ca long
are being molded at 3NL with a prototype test soon.
Also the possibility of using uranium oxide (UO? or
11303) i.i being studied for possible use if -- hadron
calorimeter.

Uae of the Limited Screamer Mode in Calorimeters

The use of the limited streamer mode in gas sampl-
ed calorimetry may offer substantial improvement com-



pared eo operation ia th* proportional mnda. Tha aaln
contribution* to eh* enugy ruolucian to gas calori-
• u n other than intrinaie saplint fluceuaeiona « •
eh* Landau fluctuation* and p«h lengeh fluctuation*.
Th* streams* can t*«*> « rather uniform signal, co re-
duc* eh* Landau fluctuation*. Hut signal* from the
streamers arc very large and eherafot* eh* electronics
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Th* U M of I c» x 1 C B aluninuB atrsaan tuba*
about 3 « loo$ «sa laaaeMd w r ? radiation Itngtti in
tb« C8AIB amaxxtao dacacsot,15 Tha aain caaaon foe
ehta *Mieion t« Co tencava cba vartaz aaacur**Mnc of
•laeezoiMgaacle showat* from v a" acacsaring. Thia
davte* i» oparacad ia cha dijital aoda and ao tha ra*-
panaa ia not propoctional to sha alactron «narty.
This is bacauaa tbata can b* aaay esuks ia a slatl*
suaoar cob* which gac eounttd u only ona track,
tha CMolution for •laceson* abova S GaT i* 16X and
iadapaadane of anaegy. Tha raapatu* for hadroni from
13 ta IQO GaV has also baan oaaauxad. Tha anargy ra-
aolution is vocaa Chan obtainad by scintillatota aaa-
pliag eha saaa jana. Foe axaapla otZ'"" 19X for th*
straaaar tubas at 15 Gaffwharaaa a/E • 12S for th*
3CiatiUatos». M. Atac i 6 ia studying the ua* of eh*
acraaoar aada alao ia hadron caloriaatars aaasurlng
cha pulaa hatghc on «ach wira. Sine* eha: atrafmr*
ara quita abort ia apacial axcane this aathod may
of fax aoma inprovananc ia liaaarity and anargy resolu-
tion.
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